
ZIEGER FAMILY MUSIC
OLD LADY MEMORY GAME

Activity Time
"I Know an Old Lady Who Swallowed a Fly" is a classic memory song. One verse is
sung, the next adds a new component to the first, the third adds yet another part to
the first two verses, and so on and so forth. We have provided a classic memory
game to supplement the brain-teasing fun.
 
This game helps with memory, matching, spacial awareness, and basic understanding of
rules. 
 
You will need: 
-Scissors
-A friend, parent, or teacher to play with.
 
1) Print out the following pages and cut along the lines to make individual playing
cards. You may find it helpful to print this game on cardstock or the blank side of a
patterned paper so that students will not see through the paper so easily. 
2) Mix cards. Place face down in rows on the table. 
3) Take turns flipping over two cards at a time. If the two cards match, keep them
and take another turn. If they don't match, put them face down again in the same
spot, then play passes to the next player.
4) The player with the most matching cards at the end of play wins! 
 
Get Creative! (Other Ideas to Try)
1) This game can be played with one player. Instead of taking turns, one child can
continue to flip over two cards at a time, keeping them if they are a match and
flipping them back over in the same spot if they are not. See how long it takes to
find all the matches, and try to improve the speed with each play. 
2) Young children may enjoy simply searching for matches among the cards without
following a formal game structure.
3) Lay the cards out in order as you sing "I Know an Old Lady." Can you remember
what comes next?
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